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Lessons from Three Cases
How might we foster foresight culture in government? 
Can co-creation, science ﬁctioning and other 
innovative, design-centered foresight techniques 
ﬁnd fertile ground within those shiny, marble halls? 
Three projects: 
1. Economic Futures for Ontario 2032 (not public)
2. SSHRC — Imagining Canada’s Future (public)
3. What is Foresight? video 
Policy Horizons Canada (forthcoming/public)
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What is meant by co-creation and co-design?
“Companies must learn to co-create value 
 with their customers” 
—Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2002), The Co-Creation Connection
“From designing for people to designing with us”
—Thackara (2005), In the Bubble 
“Co-design refers to the creativity of designers and 
 people not trained in design, working together in the 
 design development process”
—Sanders & Stappers (2008), Co-creation and the New Landscapes of Design
CoDesign: International Journal of CoCreation in Design & the Arts (Taylor & Francis)
Co.Design: business + innovation + design www.fastcodesign.com/ (Fast Company)
About me
Co-founder / Director of Research, sLab, OCAD U
Teacher, MDes in Strategic Foresight & Innovation
Designer, teacher, researcher, futurist 
MS, Integrated Digital Media 
Research in complex systems, ‘design for emergence’
Generalist (not an expert in gov’t, economics, etc)
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OCAD U 




We are enterprising agents who 
tackle complexity, see patterns, 
and lead in dynamic contexts
We develop human capacity 
to explore, challenge, ﬁnd meaning,
create sustainable, vibrant futures 
and design, responsibly.
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Strategic Innovation Lab (sLab)
(est. 2008)
sLab at OCAD University is a growing community 
for applied foresight and innovation research. 
Rooted in a heritage of design thinking, 
sLab’s approach places human needs, desires, 
behaviour and culture at the heart of 
‣ problem ﬁnding	 foresight
‣ problem framing 	 strategy
‣ problem solving 	 design




OCAD University, Toronto, Canada
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designbusiness
OCAD U foresight and innovation model
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designbusiness
futures
OCAD U foresight and innovation model





OCAD U foresight and innovation model




Economic Futures for Ontario 2032
Ontarian-Centred Foresight Project 
for the Government of Ontario 
SSHRC: Imagining Canada’s Future, 
Expert Panel for Southern Ontario
Top ten future challenges for the 
Social Sciences & Humanities
What is Foresight? 
Educational video for 





Strategic Foresight for Ontario’s 
Cultural Media Industries 
United Way Centraid Canada 
(UWCC) Strategic Plan
Guiding Canada’s largest 
philanthropic organization
OCAD U Strategic Foresight
Scenarios and implications for 
OCAD U Strategic Plan 2012–2017
Access for All
Inclusive Design online training 
for Ontario’s Public Employees
http://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/santos/27538777/
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photo: flickr.com/photos/emio_me/
431872537/
Why foresight... in policy making? 
“Research foresight is...the only plausible response 
to resolving conﬂicts over priority-setting.... 
Foresight provides...a systematic mechanism for coping 
with that complexity and interdependence as it aﬀects 
long-term decisions on research, in particular 
facilitating policy-making where integration of activities 
across several ﬁelds is vital”
—Martin & Irvine (1989, 3) [emphasis mine]
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Project 1
Economic Futures for Ontario 2032 (EFO)
An Ontarian-Centred Foresight Project
Over the next twenty years, 
how might changes on the horizon 
alter Ontario’s economy? 
What might an Ontarian 
living in that future expect?
http://www.ontariotravelinformation.ca/
International Precedents
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Possible Futures—Not Predictions
The Economic Futures for Ontario 2032 project (EFO) 
developed a set of plausible future stories—foresight 
scenarios—to reveal insights for decision-makers. 
Insights and capacity gained from this process can be 
used to inform the development of longer-term strategies 
and policies today, and aid government’s preparedness 
in conditions of rapid change. It is important to note that 
these scenarios describe possible futures driven by key 
uncertainties. They are not predictions of the future but 
they are highly useful in preparing for it.
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EFO Methods 
‘Foresight Diamond’ 



























































750 Signals: tangible evidence of change
30 Trends: patterns in signals
28 Drivers: structure behind the trends
3 Uncertainties: most critical and unpredictable drivers
4 Scenarios: possible futures driven by key uncertainties
Implications: how to think about and use the scenarios
ImplicationsScenarios
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Economic Futures for Ontario Project – 10.31.2011
Trends 































A---        Critical Uncertainties        A+
++
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Scenario 4 Scenario 3
Godet M. The Art of Scenarios and Strategic Planning: Tools and Pitfalls. 
Technological Forecasting and Social Change. 2000 Sep;65(1):3-22. 
How to Generate Scenarios? 
2x2 Matrix vs Godet’s Morphological Analysis
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What Differentiates Scenarios?
We selected a 2x2x2 matrix to generate scenarios 
This method uses critical uncertainties—
drivers of change that are judged to possess: 
‣ Relevance to the research question
‣ Impact through the time horizon (20 years) 
‣ Independence from each other
‣ Uncertainty
Uncertainty: estimated degree of unpredictability or 




Will jurisdictional trade 










Will predictability, pace, 
and human management 
of climate change be:
Progressive 







Will diﬀusion, control 







controlled, or closed 
Three Critical Uncertainties





























































































































Unfriendly Unfriendly Friendly Friendly
Climate 
Change
Volatile Volatile Volatile Progressive
Game-changing 
Technologies
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Developing Scenarios
To develop detailed foresight trends, drivers and 
scenarios for provocative yet plausible features, 
rich with ‘turning points’ and unexpected implications 
for policy, we convened: 
‣ Internal Working Group (IWG) trends workshop 
‣ IWG drivers workshop
‣ IWG scenarios workshop (2 days)
‣ Senior Leaders workshop
‣ Leaders of Tomorrow workshop
‣ Implications workshop
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Scenarios workshops
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“Texturing” the Scenarios
Participants were asked to consider: 
‣ What features can you imagine as part of this world?
‣ Other characters? activities? events?
‣ What surprising events might emerge?
‣ How might we hypercharge the ideas?
It’s 2032! Imagine yourself living in this world
‣ What about this world makes you uncomfortable?
‣ What are you hopeful about?
‣ What would you do? What is work? What is fun? 
What is community? 
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Scenarios Illustrations
Centering on speciﬁc 
ideas, characters and  
events in each 
scenario, hyper-real 
illustrations were 
developed by OCADU 
Illustration graduate 
Ryan Lake, directed 
by sLab’s Van Alstyne 
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Scenario Teams
To cultivate foresight sensibility in government, teams 
were broad and diverse. One included people from:
sLab, OCAD University
Cabinet Oﬃce
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Aﬀairs
Ministry of Aboriginal Aﬀairs
Ministry of Correctional Services
Ministry of Economic Development and Innovation
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Illustration: (cc) Ryan Lake 
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Illustration: (cc) Ryan Lake 
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Why does co-creation work?
When participants bring something unique into being, 
they do so with attention, passion, care and creativity— 
less administration and management, more ‘parenting’. 
(cc) http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Baby_on_Back.jpg
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Feedback: Exit surveys 
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Feedback: Exit surveys 
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Project 2
SSHRC — Imagining Canada’s Future
Canada’s Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council (SSHRC), to foster “research preparedness,” 
endorsed a project: 
“to identify future challenges areas for Canada in an 
evolving global context that are likely to emerge in ﬁve, 
ten and twenty years and to which the social sciences 
and humanities research community could contribute 
its knowledge, talent and expertise.” 
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Process
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Competitive Proposal
sLab led a regional panel proposal for Southern Ontario in 
response to SSHRC’s call. 
University partners: OCAD, Windsor, York, Ryerson, UOIT
Spanning Windsor to Oshawa, a “Golden Horseshoe” 
region including large-scale automotive production
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Method: Structured Dialogic Design (SDD)
‣ Designed to address complex social / civic concerns 
‣ Multi-technique foresight methodology 
‣ Highly facilitated, structured inquiry 
Dialogic Design oﬀers to participant stakeholders:
‣ Strong, democratic consensus 
‣ Conservation of autonomy, authenticity, commitment
‣ Mitigation of group cognitive and power bias 
‣ Diagrammatic clarity
for more on SDD see 
Christakis and Bausch (2008) Harnessing Collective Wisdom
http://harnessingcollectivewisdom.com/
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Method: Structured Dialogic Design (SDD)
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Challenge 1 
Advancing 















































ĚŽǁĞĂŶƟĐŝƉĂƚĞĨŽƌ^ ŽƵƚŚĞƌŶKŶƚĂƌŝŽ͕ŶŽǁƚŚƌŽƵŐŚϮϬϯϬ͍͟“In the face of increasing urbanization worldwide, what future challenges do we anticipate for Southern Ontario, through 2030?”
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Project 3
What is Foresight? Video 
“Policy Horizons Canada has a mandate from its 
Deputy Minister Steering Committee (DMSC) to 
experiment with new ways of visualizing and 
communicating complex information. 
We are looking for new and eﬀective ways to visualize 
and communicate our ﬁndings to our DM Community and 
the larger policy community across the government. 
This project engages an external professional...to build 
our capacity and to prepare a video on the meaning and 
beneﬁts of foresight.”
—Policy Horizons Statement of Work 
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Planning and Scripting
Foresight

































































to deal with rapid change
in a complex world
What is it?
Human Trait
thinking about the future
considering a problem
exploring options
weighing pros and cons
developing mental models
movies of possible strategies and desired outcomes
Test alternative sources of action
test assumptions
about how the world is changing
what this means
explores how




explores range of futures to develop robust policies and strategies
 to mitigate threats
to take advantage of opportunities
to move toward a 
desired future
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Planning and Scripting
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Shooting, Sharing, Curating, Editing
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What is Foresight? (excerpt)
Policy Horizons Canada and sLab with Zancom Media
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Thank you! 
More information: 
Economic Futures for Ontario 2032
Internal project, not for publication.
SSHRC Panel on Urbanization through 2030 
http://slab.ocad.ca 
Policy Horizons Canada “What is Foresight?” Video
http://www.horizons.gc.ca (coming soon)
Greg Van Alstyne
gvanalstyne@faculty.ocadu.ca 
